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Ambiguity in natural language is ubiquitous (Piantadosi, 

Tily & Gibson, 2012), yet spoken communication is 

effective due to integration of information carried in the 

speech signal with information available in the surrounding 

multimodal landscape. However, current cognitive models 

of spoken word recognition and comprehension are 

underspecified with respect to when and how multimodal 

information interacts in the cognitive system.  

Within this study we investigate this issue by comparing 

two computational models both of which frame spoken 

word recognition and speech comprehension in terms of 

multimodal constraint satisfaction. Both models permit the 

integration of concurrent information within linguistic and 

non-linguistic processing streams, however their 

architectures differ critically in the level at which 

multimodal information interacts. We compare the 

predictions of the Multimodal Integration Model (MIM) of 

language processing (Smith, Monaghan & Huettig, 2014), 

which like 'hub and spoke' models of semantic processing 

(Plaut, 2002; Rogers et al., 2004; Dilkina, McClelland, & 

Plaut, 2008), implements full interactivity between 

modalities, to a model in which interaction between 

modalities is restricted to lexical representations which we 

represent by an extended multimodal version of the TRACE 

model of spoken word recognition (McClelland & Elman, 

1986).  

Language mediated visual attention requires visual and 

linguistic information integration and has thus been used to 

examine properties of the architecture supporting 

multimodal processing during spoken language 

comprehension (Huettig, Rommers & Meyer, 2011). We 

generate predictions from these alternative models for the 

influence of visual, semantic and phonological rhyme 

similarity on language mediated visual attention that are 

then tested in two visual world experiments.  

Our results demonstrate that previous visual world data 

sets involving phonological onset similarity are compatible 

with both models, whereas our novel experimental data on 

rhyme similarity is able to distinguish between competing 

architectures. The fully interactive MIM system correctly 

predicts a greater influence of visual and semantic 

information relative to phonological rhyme information on 

gaze behaviour, while by contrast a system that restricts 

multimodal interaction to the lexical level overestimates the 

influence of phonological rhyme, predicting stronger effects 

of phonological rhyme relative to semantic and visual 

information, thereby providing an upper limit for when 

information interacts in multimodal tasks.  

We discuss the continued under-specification of the 

representational structures and cognitive architecture 

supporting multimodal language processing and how novel 

properties of the deep learning approach offer potential for 

new insight on these issues that are fundamental to our 

understanding of language processing. 
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